
OJT Training Module Cover Sheet 
Title:  005 How to differentiate between scales and orders of 
mapping in soil survey. 
 

Type:      Skill      x  Knowledge 
Performance Objective: Trainee will be able to… 

• Understand the concept of map scale. 
• Understand the concept of orders of mapping in soil survey. 
• Identify the order of mapping in a soil survey and the map publication scale. 

Target Proficiency:   
 Awareness    Understanding   Perform w/ Supervision  
 X Apply Independently  Proficiency, can teach others 

Trainer Preparation:   
• Trainer should be familiar with the assigned reading/review material in the lesson 

plan that follows. 
• Assemble examples of different soil survey products that show different orders of 

mapping and map scales. 
 

Optional Preparation 
• Collect reference templates, scale rulers, and electronic geospatial data tools to 

use with the various types of media. 
 

Special Requirements:   
Initiate an external learning request with a SF-182 in Aglearn for this activity. Instructions 
and a template are located on the training webpages for OJT modules. 

Prerequisite Modules: 
• 012 How to recognize and distinguish map units. 

Notes:   
None 
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The Five-Step OJT Cycle for Declarative Training 
(Knowledge) 

    Cycle Step 5        Cycle Step 1 
    Trainer/Trainee                       Trainer/Trainee 
         debrief                               establish shared 
                                                    mental model 
 
 
 
 
            Trainer 
               and 
Cycle Step 4             Trainee             Cycle Step 2 
Trainer observes                            Trainer/Trainee 
Trainee performs                                  review 
task provided                                      materials  
as feedback         provided 
 
                           Cycle Step 3 
                        Trainer and trainee  
                         Discuss information 



 OJT Module Lesson 
Title: 005 How to differentiate between scales and orders of mapping in 
soil survey.  
WHAT WHY, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, SAFETY, QUALITY 

Cycle step 1 
 

Trainer and trainee review objectives of module and identify 
attached materials to be studied by trainee. 
 
Discuss the concept of scale in maps.  Give a brief overview 
concerning the orders of mapping used in soil survey and how 
they relate to the final publication scale of the soil survey maps.   

Cycle step 2 
 
 

Trainee accesses via the internet and reads Soil Survey 
Manual, Chapter 2, 

• Section on Orders of Soil Survey 
•  Review of Table 2-1, Figure 2-4, and Table 2-2. 

 
Trainee reviews attached reference materials by opening the 
pdf attachments in this order: 

• Scale concepts 
• Commonly used map scale and equivalents 
• Map scale and orders of mapping in soil survey 
• Finding map scale information within SSURGO data 

 

Cycle step 3 
Trainer and trainee discuss information.  Trainer leads by asking 
these questions. 
 

      1.  Map scale 

• Ask trainee to describe the concept of map scale. 
• Ask trainee to give an example of verbal scale, fractional 

scale, and graphical scale. 
• Ask trainee to give an example of a large scale map in 

the survey area. 
• Ask trainee to give an example of a small scale map in 

the survey area. 
 

      2.  Order of soil survey 

• Ask trainee to describe the concept of orders of soil 
survey. 

• Ask trainee to give the order of soil survey he or she is 
currently working with in his or her project office. 

      3.  Minimum delineation size 
• Ask trainee to describe the concept of minimum 

delineation size and give the minimum size(s) that 
should be used in the survey area. 

Cycle step 4 

Trainer provides trainee with several sets of maps (topographic, 
soil survey, soil survey field sheets) and asks him or her to 
report the map scale and order of soil survey.  If the map is not 
a soil survey map, ask the trainee to provide a plausible soil 
survey order that could be applied to the base map scale.  Also 
ask for the minimum delineation size for each map product. 

Cycle step 5 
Trainer and trainee review topics.  Trainer responds to 
questions and concerns. 



OJT Module Lesson Measurement of Learning 
Title:   005 How to differentiate between scales and orders of 
mapping in soil survey. 
WHAT WHY, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, SAFETY, QUALITY 
Trainee’s learning is measured. Have the trainee complete the quiz below to 

reinforce the concepts in this module. 
Apply knowledge gained to field 
work. 

The trainee successfully applies scaling techniques 
appropriate to the soil survey in his or her area. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SF-182 
 
Trainee and/or supervisor access Aglearn to verify completion of the module via its 
SF-182. 
 

  



Quiz 
 
1. True or False?  Map scale is the relationship between map distance and the actual distance 

which the map represents.  
 

 
2. True or False?  Graphic scale relates to a ratio between map distances and distances on 

the earth. 
 

 
3. True or False?  Small-scale maps provide a lot of detail. 
 
 
4. A map gives a graphical scale of “1 inch equals 2000 ft”.  What is the fractional scale? 

 
A) 1:12,000 
B) 1:24,000 
C) Other 

 
 

5. True or False?  Orders of soil surveys relate to the intensity of field work. 
 
 

6. True or False?  An order 5 soil survey provides the maximum amount of detail in the finished 
product. 

 
 
7. Referencing table 2-2 of the SSM, what is the approximate minimum size delineation for a 

soil survey at publication scale of 1:24000? 
 

A)  3 
B)  5 
C) 10 

 
 
8. True or False?  With the use of GIS products, the effective minimum size delineation is 

limited only by the zoom power of the program. 
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Finding map scale information within SSURGO data 


To find the publication scale for the original digitized SSURGO product, investigate the 
SSURGO metadata that comes with the SSURGO download.  Many times there are headings 
that indicated the “Source_Contribution” as the original soil survey publication or a 
“Process_Description” to indicate the original publication date and scale.  The newly released 
SSURGO data will also have a “Source Scale Denominator” indicating the scale intended for 
use with the newly released data.  A few lines below this you can find a line that indicates the 
“Source_Contribution” with a reference of “soil map unit delineations”.  This information 
indicates the publication scale for the soil mapunits in the SSURGO product.   The denominator 
in the “Source Scale Denominator” is the representative fraction on the original map product 
(printed or digital), with the numerator understood to be equal to one.  For example, with a 
reference scale denominator = 24000 the original map scale would be 1:24000.   


Example of SSURGO metadata (excerpt from Dewey County, Oklahoma OK043).  High lighted 
sections contain scale information. 


Source_Information: 
      Source_Citation: 
        Citation_Information: 
          Originator: 
            U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources 
            Conservation Service 
          Publication_Date: unpublished material 
          Title: 
            ratioed soil survey film positives of publication annotation 
            overlays 
          Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form: remote sensing image 
      Source_Scale_Denominator: 24000 
      Type_of_Source_Media: stable-base material 
      Source_Time_Period_of_Content: 
        Time_Period_Information: 
          Single_Date/Time: 
            Calendar_Date: 2004 
        Source_Currentness_Reference: 2004 
      Source_Citation_Abbreviation: NRCS2 
      Source_Contribution: 
        source of soil map unit delineations, soil 
        symbols, and special soil features 
 
Process_Step: 
      Process_Description: 
        The Dewey County, Oklahoma Soil Survey 
        was published in 1963 at 1:20000 scale.  The classification and 
        map unit names were finalized at the final correlation in 1960. 







        An evaluation was made of the soil survey in 2004.  It was determined 
        that the soil map unit delineations were accurate.  Seven additional 
        map units were added to the soil survey.  The changes were made to 
        reflect present day soil survey concepts, soil classification, and 
        soil interpretations.  Amendments to the correlation document 
        reflecting these changes are on file at the NRCS Oklahoma State Office. 
        The additional map units are as follows: 
 
        DAM----Dams 
        DllA---Dale Loam, 0 to 1 Percent Slopes, Rarely Flooded 
        M-W----Miscellaneous Water 
        PIT----Pits 
        LnfA---Lincoln Fine Sandy Loam, 0 to 1 Percent Slopes, Frequently 
        Flooded 
        LnnA---Lincoln Fine Sandy Loam, 0 to 1 Percent Slopes, Occasionally 
        Flooded 
        W------Water 
      Source_Used_Citation_Abbreviation: SCS1 
      Process_Date: 2003 
    Process_Step: 
      Process_Description: 
        The final publication negatives were used to 
        develop ratioed soil survey film positives.  Soil map unit delineations 
        and special soil features were manually recompiled from the ratioed 
        soil survey film positives (scale: 24,000) to 4 mil. annotated 
        stable-base overlays that were registered to multiple 7.5 minute 
        orthophotographs. 
 
 
 





		Finding map scale information within SSURGO data






Quiz Answers 
 
1. True or False?  Map scale is the relationship between map distance and the actual distance 


which the map represents.  
 


 
2. True or False?  Graphic scale relates to a ratio between map distances and distances on 


the earth. 
 


 
3. True or False?  Small-scale maps provide a lot of detail. 
 
 
4. A map gives a graphical scale of “1 inch equals 2000 ft”.  What is the fractional scale? 


 
A) 1:12,000 
B) 1:24,000 
C) Other 


 
 


5. True or False?  Orders of soil surveys relate to the intensity of field work. 
 
 


6. True or False?  An order 5 soil survey provides the maximum amount of detail in the finished 
product. 


 
 
7. Referencing table 2-2 of the SSM, what is the approximate minimum size delineation for a 


soil survey at publication scale of 1:24000? 
 


A)  3 
B)  5 
C) 10 


 
 
8. True or False?  With the use of GIS products, the effective minimum size delineation is 


limited only by the zoom power of the program. 
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Commonly used map scale and equivalents 
   MAP SCALE AND 


EQUIVALENTS  
   


Fractional  Feet Per  Inches 
Per  


Inches 
Per  


Miles 
Per  


Meters 
Per  Acres Per  Sq. In. Per  Sq. Mi. 


Per  


Scale  Inch  1000 Ft  Mile  Inch  Inch  Square 
Inch  Acre  Square 


Inch  
         
1:500  41.667  24.00  126.70  0.008  12.700  0.0399  25.091  0.00006  
1:600  50.00  20.00  105.60  0.009  15.240  0.0574  17.424  0.00009  
1:1000  83.333  12.00  63.36  0.016  25.400  0.1594  6.273  0.00025  
1:1200  100.00  10.00  52.80  0.019  30.480  0.2296  4.356  0.00036  
1:1500  125.00  8.00  42.24  0.024  38.100  0.3587  2.788  0.00056  
1:2000  166.667  6.00  31.68  0.032  50.800  0.6377  1.568  0.00100  
1:2400  200.00  5.00  26.40  0.038  60.960  0.9183  1.089  0.0014  
1:2500  208.333  4.80  25.344  0.039  63.500  0.9964  1.004  0.0016  
1:3000  250.00  4.00  21.12  0.047  76.200  1.4348  0.697  0.0022  
1:3600  300.00  3.333  17.60  0.057  91.440  2.0661  0.484  0.0032  
1:4000  333.333  3.00  15.84  0.063  101.600  2.5508  0.392  0.0040  
1:4800  400.00  2.50  13.20  0.076  121.920  3.6731  0.272  0.0057  
1:5000  416.667  2.40  12.672  0.079  127.000  3.9856  0.251  0.0062  
1:6000  500.00  2.00  10.56  0.095  152.400  5.7392  0.174  0.0090  
1:7000  583.333  1.714  9.051  0.110  177.800  7.8117  0.128  0.0122  
1:7200  600.00  1.667  8.80  0.114  182.880  8.2645  0.121  0.0129  
1:7920  660.00  1.515  8.00  0.125  201.168  10.00  0.100  0.0156  
1:8000  666.667  1.500  7.92  0.126  203.200  10.203  0.098  0.0159  
1:8400  700.00  1.429  7.543  0.133  213.360  11.249  0.089  0.0176  
1:9000  750.00  1.333  7.041  0.142  228.600  12.913  0.077  0.0202  
1:9600  800.00  1.250  6.60  0.152  243.840  14.692  0.068  0.0230  
1:10000  833.333  1.200  6.336  0.158  254.000  15.942  0.063  0.0249  
1:10800  900.00  1.111  5.867  0.170  274.321  18.595  0.054  0.0291  
1:12000  1000.00  1.0  5.280  0.189  304.801  22.957  0.044  0.0359  
1:13200  1100.00  0.909  4.800  0.208  335.281  27.778  0.036  0.0434  
1:14400  1200.00  0.833  4.400  0.227  365.761  33.058  0.030  0.0517  
1:15000  1250.00  0.80  4.224  0.237  381.001  35.870  0.028  0.0560  
1:15600  1300.00  0.769  4.062  0.246  396.241  38.797  0.026  0.0606  
1:15840  1320.00  0.758  4.00  0.250  402.337  40.000  0.025  0.0625  
1:16000  1333.333  0.750  3.96  0.253  406.400  40.812  0.024  0.0638  
1:16800  1400.0000  0.714  3.771  0.265  426.721  44.995  0.022  0.0703  
1:18000  1500.0000  0.667  3.52  0.284  457.201  51.653  0.019  0.0807  
1:19200  1600.0000  0.625  3.30  0.303  487.681  58.770  0.017  0.0918  
1:20000  1666.6670  0.60  3.168  0.316  508.002  63.769  0.016  0.0996  
1:20400  1700.0000  0.588  3.106  0.322  518.161  66.345  0.015  0.1037  
1:21120  1760.0000  0.568  3.00  0.333  536.449  71.111  0.014  0.1111  
1:21600  1800.0000  0.556  2.933  0.341  548.641  74.380  0.013  0.1162  
1:22800  1900.0000  0.526  2.779  0.360  579.121  82.874  0.012  0.1295  
1:24000  2000.0000  0.50  2.640  0.379  609.601  91.827  0.011  0.1435  
1:25000  2083.3330  0.480  2.534  0.395  635.001  99.639  0.010  0.1557  
1:31680  2640.0000  0.379  2.000  0.500  804.674  160.000  0.006  0.2500  
1:48000  4000.0000  0.250  1.320  0.758  1219.202  367.309  0.003  0.5739  
1:62500  5208.3330  0.192  1.014  0.986  1587.503  622.744  0.0016  0.9730  
1:63360  5280.0000  0.189  1.000  1.000  1609.347  640.00  0.0016  1.0000  
1:96000  8000.0000  0.125  0.660  1.515  2438.405  1469.24  0.0007  2.2957  
1:125000  10416.6670  0.096  0.507  1.973  3175.006  2490.98  0.0004  3.8922  
1:126720  10560.0000  0.095  0.500  2.00  3218.694  2560.00  0.0004  4.0000  
1:250000  20833.3330  0.048  0.253  3.946  6350.012  9963.907  0.0001  15.5686  
1:253440  21120.0000  0.047  0.250  4.00  6437.389  10244.202  0.0001  16.0000  
1:500000  41666.6670  0.024  0.127  7.891  12700.025  39855.627  0.ч 25  62.2744  
1:1000000  83333.3330  0.012  0.063  15.783  25400.050  159422.507  0.5 62  249.0977  
Formulas  Scale  12000  63360  Scale  Ft./Inch X  (Scale²)  43560x144  (Ft/In.)²  
 12  Scale  Scale  63360  0.3048006  43560x144  (Scale²)  (5280)²  
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Scale Concepts 
 


Map Scale 
 
Map scale is the relationship between map distance and the actual distance which the map 
represents.  Since maps by definition are symbolizations of reality, they represent the spatial 
relationships of reality in dimensions that differ from the actual dimensions of the objects 
represented (Strahler, 1960). There are three types of expressions used to relate map scale: (1) 
verbal scale, (2) fractional scale, and (3) graphic scale. 
 


Verbal Scale 
 
Verbal scale relates distance on the map to distance on the earth in printed text.  For example, 
“One inch equals twenty miles” means that 1 inch on the map equals 20 miles on the earth.  
Verbal scale is almost always related by known units of measurement.      
 


Fractional Scale 
 
This method of scaling uses the ratio between map distances and distances on the earth.  
Fractional scale (or representative fraction) is merely a ratio of representation; therefore, any 
unit of measurement may be applied to it as long as it is the same for both the numerator and 
denominator.  For example, 1:63360 indicates that 1 unit of measure on the map equals 63360 
units of measure on the earth.  This unit of measure could be centimeters, inches, feet, miles, 
kilometers, or any other unit of measure as long as your map allows for such scaling (1 inch on 
the map equals 63360 inches on the earth, or 1 cm on the map equals 63360 cm on earth).  
Since representative fractions use the same units of measure in their ratio, there are no units of 
measure reported on the map itself.   
 


Graphic Scale 
 
Graphic scale is a bar or line printed in the map margin that relates distance on the map.  The 
line or bar is divided into segments with units of measurement printed at incremental distances. 
To use a graphic scale, a piece of paper with a straight edge is held along the length of the 
scale and the marks are transferred, or a pair of dividers is set to the incremental distance.  The 
marked paper or the dividers are then placed between reference points to determine 
incremental distances on the map.   
 


Conventions of Scale 
 
When users are discussing maps and working between map scales, the terms large scale 
and small scale are easily confused.   As a rule of thumb, large-scale maps display a small area 
with great detail, while small-scale maps display a large are with few details.   







 
Table 1 (attached) relates map scale and equivalents for many commonly used map scales.  At 
the bottom of table 1 are formulas used to convert fractional scale to verbal scale units. 
 
 


Reference 


 
Strahler, Arthur, N.  (1960).  Physical Geography (2nd ed.)  New York, John Wiley and Sons. 
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Map Scale and Orders of Mapping in Soil Survey 
 


Background Information 
 
As defined in the National Soil Survey Handbook (647.06), the SSURGO database is mapped at 
scales ranging from 1:12000 to 1:63360.  These scales are dependent on the level of detail that 
the map was designed to have and the types of mapunits that were used in the survey.   The 
intensity of detail in the field work performed and the final product are related to by the term   
“order“of soil survey.  There are five levels of soil survey orders.  Soil maps published at order 
one have the most intense field data collection and most detailed final product.  Soils maps 
published at order five are broad-based regional planning maps that have likely been compiled 
from other maps.    
 


Orders of Mapping and Publication Scale 
 
Review Table 2-1 from the Soil Survey Manual that lists soil survey orders of mapping and 
details the field procedures, minimum size delineation, typical components and types of map 
units used in each order, and approximate map scales used.  A thorough review of this table 
relates that higher orders of soil survey maps use smaller map publication scales.  The 
relationship between map scale and order of mapping concurs with the overall purpose of the 
map.   Where intense detail is required, large scale maps with high intensity field mapping are 
needed to a high level of detail in small areas.  For broad-based planning or conveyance of 
general soil concepts is needed, small scale maps with less detail over an extensive area are 
better suited.   
 
A review of figure 2-4 from the Soil Survey Manual relates the same area with 3 different scales 
of mapping.  In this example, the order of mapping does not change – only the map scale.  By 
comparing these images you can see that at smaller scales (i.e.  1:63360) the detail of the map 
becomes too complex for practical use.  To make sense of the soil landscape relationships at 
this scale, map unit polygons should be aggregated and new more generalized map units would 
provide better interpretations.   
 


Minimum Delineation Size 
 
The minimum delineation size is the nominal area that can be designated on a soil map.  
Historically this size was set for each map publication scale and designated by the smallest 
printed area that could contain a map unit symbol.  Due to the relationship with map scale and 
representative areas, the minimum delineation size can be a much smaller representative area 
with large scaled maps.  This relates the fact that large-scale maps show a high resolution of 
detail which provides details of smaller areas precisely.  In contrast, small scale maps have 
large minimum delineation sizes due to their general lack of detail.  Table 2-2 from the Soil 
Survey Manual gives a general guidance to the minimum size delineation for a range of different 
map scales.          
 
It is important to remember that minimum size delineations are not only dependent on the 
original publication scale – but are inter-related to the intensity of fieldwork that was performed.  
The ability to use GIS-based applications to zoom-in to areas does not change the nature of the 
original product.  The minimum size-delineation is the same. 



http://soils.usda.gov/technical/manual/contents/chapter2.html#table2-1

http://soils.usda.gov/technical/manual/images/fig2-4_large.jpg

http://soils.usda.gov/technical/manual/contents/chapter2.html#table2-2

http://soils.usda.gov/technical/manual/contents/chapter2.html#table2-2
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